
Right Side Wrong Side Fusing

Gusset Pocket Instructions

Pocket Flap

Now you’ll need your Pocket Flap 
pieces (1). Lay one fused piece and one 
unfused lining piece with the RIGHT 
SIDES TOGETHER. Stitch around the 
outer curved edge at 0.5cm. Then turn 
the flap out the right way and press it 
nice and flat.

Gusset Pocket

Make sure your notches are snipped as these are 
important. Place your gusset (2) and pocket bag 
(3) RIGHT SIDES TOGETHER. Line up the top 
of the gusset with the top notches on the pocket 
and pin all the way around. Stitch around at 
0.5cm seam allowance.

Gusset Pocket

Hem the outside edge of 
the gussest by turning 
0.5cm under and stitching 
down.

Gusset Pocket

Press the stitched gusset seam
back on itself to form a french 
seam. Stitch around again at 
0.5cm. The seam will be on the 
outside/right side of the 
pocket.

Gusset Pocket

Next arrange the gusset so it’s 
folded neatly on itself with the 
hem edge sitting just under the 
french seam of the pocket. 

Overlock the top straight edge 
and fold down by 2cm and 
press. Stitch along the top fold 
at 1mm from the edge catching 
the pre-folded gusset inside. 
You should now have what kooks 
like a finished gusset piece to 
attach to the body.

Pocket Flap

Add 2 rows of topstitching around this 
curved edge, the first at 0.7cm and the 
second at 0.1cm from the edge.
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Right Side Wrong Side Fusing

Potters Jacket 

Gusset Pocket

Mark your prefered gusset pocket positions on your front 
pieces - we tend to place them roughly 43cm down from 
the side-neck-point and 7cm in from the edge of the 
front. Line up the top corners of the pockets with the two 
points indicating the placement. Then place the pocket 
flaps 2cm above the top of the pockets. Check the 
positioning and if you’re planning to add a button and 
button hole then check the pieces overlap nicely. Pin 
both pieces into place.

To stitch the Pocket Flap down, stitch the under side 
down first by turning the flap up. Stitch across at 0.5cm 
and then fold the flap down and stitch again at 0.5cm.

Gusset Pocket

To stitch the pocket, pin the hemmed gusset edge 
carefully in a curve. Peel the top of the pocket 
back and stitch around the hem at 1mm from the 
edge. You won’t get your machine foot into the 
edges at the top but just get as close as you can. 

Gusset Pocket

When you’ve stitched around the bottom 
of the pocket bag then add bar tacks on 
the top corners. This will finish the pocket 
and close the section that you weren’t 
able to sew down. You can now add your 
button and button hole if you’re chosing 
to do so.
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Check your pattern 
has been printed to 
the correct scale by 
measuring this box.
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Gusset Pocket - Pocket Bag
Cut 1 Pair in Self
All Sizes
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G
usset Pocket - Pocket Flap

Cut 1 Pair in Self & Fuse
Cut 1 Pair in Lining
All Sizes

Gusset Pocket - Gusset Piece
Cut 1 Pair in Self 
All Sizes
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